Directions to Hawthorn-Feather Airpark
If you are coming from...
Massachusetts
Take I-93 N to the I-89 junction just before Concord and merge onto I-89 heading
north. Take exit 5 on the left side, which will immediately merge onto Route 202
W. Continue on 202 for approximately 14 miles and take the 202/49
Peterborough exit on the right side (this exit does not have a number). Follow the
ramp to a four-way stoplight intersection where you will go straight through and
continue on Antrim Rd. for 2.2 miles. Take a left onto Old Concord Rd
(SkidSchool sign) for .4 miles and take your first left (SkidSchool sign) onto 2nd
NH Turnpike where you will immediately cross a steel bridge. Continue on 2nd
NH Turnpike for 1.4 miles passing Humboldt Crossing until you approach a white
building on your right side. Turn into the parking lot and slowly drive past the
building where you will see the truck and trailer and someone showing you where
to park.
Vermont
Take I-89 S into NH and continue until exit 5 U.S. 202/NH-9. At the end of the
ramp, take a left onto 202 W and continue for approximately 14 miles to the
202/49 Peterborough exit on the right side (this exit does not have a number).
Follow the ramp to a four-way stoplight intersection where you will go straight
through and continue on Antrim Rd. for 2.2 miles. Take a left (SkidSchool sign)
onto Old Concord Rd for .4 miles and take your first left (SkidSchool sign) onto
2nd NH Turnpike where you will immediately cross a steel bridge. Continue on
2nd NH Turnpike for 1.4 miles passing Humboldt Crossing until you approach a
white building on your right side. Turn into the parking lot and slowly drive past
the building where you will see the truck and trailer and someone showing you
where to park.
Keene, NH
Take Route 202 E to the 202 W exit to Peterborough (this exit is not numbered).
Take a right at the end of the ramp onto Antrim Rd where you will approach a
four-way stoplight intersection. Continue straight on Antrim Rd. for 2.2
miles. Take a left onto Old Concord Rd (SkidSchool sign) for .4 miles and take
your first left (SkidSchool sign) onto 2nd NH Turnpike where you will immediately
cross a steel bridge. Continue on 2nd NH Turnpike for 1.4 miles passing
Humboldt Crossing until you approach a white building on your right side. Turn
into the parking lot and slowly drive past the building where you will see the truck
and trailer and someone showing you where to park.
If you prefer to use GPS you can type "Hawthorne-Feather Airport, Deering, NH"
as your destination. If all else fails, call 603-493-4831.

